**Bimonthly Filing Criteria**

Per KRS 342.038(5) ....if the disability extends beyond a period of sixty (60) days, then also at the expiration of that period, the employer shall make a supplementary report to the executive director...

Timely Filing of BMs shall use the following criteria:

<=70 days between benefit period start date and date BM received by DWC - Timely

71-85 days between benefit period start date and date BM received by DWC – Untimely without penalty

>=86 days between benefit period start date and date BM received by DWC – Penalty

**Proof of Coverage Criteria**

KRS 342.340 States that proof must be filed within 10 days after issuance of policy, endorsement to a policy of similar documentation of coverage, so:

<= 10 days between policy effective date (DN0029) and jurisdiction designee received date (DN 0302)---Timely

11-25 days between policy effective date (DN0029) and jurisdiction designee received date (DN 0302)---Untimely without penalty

>=26 days between policy effective date (DN0029) and jurisdiction designee received date (DN 0302)---Penalty